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government holds Executive Power, which includes members of Parliament and Government Ministers. The Prime Minister is in charge of the ministers to serve the government. This Multiparty System holds public Elections such as general elections that elect the members of the National Assembly and local elections to elect local authorities. Parliament elections are held every 5 years. The National Assembly has 386 members for four year terms (Website of the Hungarian Government, 2017).

**Major challenges faced by the nation:** Cardiovascular disease is one major issue faced with Hungarian people. The population has 50-60% mortality due to unhealthy diets, smoking, alcohol consumption, fat consumption and tobacco use of its people. All of these collective/individual choices impact the population. Hungary has the highest amount of people with cardiovascular disease out of all European countries. Hungary has also faced challenges internally from its Communist past. These issues influenced Hungarians standard of living and income policies. An external struggle involves mass migration. This is not good for Europe or Hungary because immigrants are seeking refuge instead of their former countries due to unrest in theirs. Hungarian government believes the immigrants are coming illegally to their countries and neighboring countries (The Telegraph, 2018).

**Description of the Cardiovascular Disease**
Cardiovascular disease impacts a majority of the population in Hungary. Cardiovascular disease is described to be the narrowing of or blocked blood vessels that can lead to heart attack, chest pain or stroke. These blocked blood vessels are due to blood clots called atherosclerosis. The blood clot cuts off the blood flow and the part of the heart muscle that is being supplied with blood begins to die in that artery. Cardiovascular Disease can be caused by high blood pressure, diabetes, smoking excessive alcohol or caffeine, drug abuse and stress (American Heart Disease.org, 2017).

**Basic epidemiology:** The most impacted groups are the urban areas of Hungary, 73.2%. Ischemic heart disease, stroke and hypertensive heart disease can impact men and women
In Hungary there are resources available to its people from State owned healthcare buildings and funding come from the Hungarian government and state that covers the whole population. Taxation and funding pay for the Health Insurance Fund (HIF) also known as OEP (Buchanan, 2001).

**Information:** Cardiovascular Disease is identified by cholesterol testing, blood pressure screening, exercise testing and heart scans. The heart and all vessels connected are at risk from cardiovascular disease. Types of intervention methods include the promotion of a healthy lifestyle of the population and its importance. To address this problem, it will take help from the government to implement goals and polices for health. Early detection and screenings will benefit not only the individual but the overall population’s health (Shannon, 2010).

**Public Health Intervention:** A possible method is to produce a strong pill patients consume that are suffering with cardiovascular disease would take to help the vessels from not blocking or narrowing. Another method would be to reduce the production of harmful tobacco, sodium food items and alcohol etc. this would take immense monitoring to help reduce cardiovascular disease.
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